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 This research discussed about causative construction of Dawan language. 
This research aimed to find out the causative construction in Dawan language, and 
to find out the formal parameter of causative construction used in Dawan 
language. This research focused on causative construction of Dawan language 
used Comrie’s theory about causative construction. The data were analyzed using 
qualitative method. The researcher used observation and interview sheet as the 
instruments to find out the valid data. The findings showed that there are causative 
construction in Dawan language and the formal parameter that used in Dawan 
language. The result of this research showed two points, there are causative 
construction in Dawan language and the formal parameter (analitical, lexical and 
morphologycal). Therefore the researcher conclude that the causative construction 
in Dawan language can be used in the sentence or in the Dawan language bible. 
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   The development of science has an impact on social, cultural and 
language changes. Therefore, language as a communication system 
possessed by humans is in the form of a sound symbol system that comes 
from a human mouthpiece. In general, there are three main functions of 
language in the life of the nation and state which includes: (1) As a means 
of comunication, through the language, each individual can perform two 
way communication that is understood by each individual. (2) As a 
unifying system of the nation. Language that can be used as a unifying 
system for the nation because it uses it as at to communicate. Everyone can 
speak using the language used. Communicating people using the same 
language and understanding each other will unite the nation to become 
stronger. (3) As the identity of a tribe or nation. In this case, language can 
be used as a tribal identity because of its uniqueness. Every ethnic group 
has different language and identity differences and ethnic or national 
differences. 
   Based on the understanding of language as a communication 
system that is owned by every human being, Oxford Learner’s Pocket 
Dictionary (2008: 247) gives definition of language as the system of 
communication in speech and writing used by members of a community 
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for cooperation, interaction and self-identification. Therefore is badly 
needed of language in the cultural scope. 
Dawan language or uab meto refers to a group of people who live 
in Oemofa-kupang regency, especially at Amabi oefeto timur district in 
East Nusa Tenggara province. District of Amabi oefeto timur has ten 
villages namely: Oenuntono, Pathau, Muke, Oemolo, Oemofa, Seki, 
Nunmafo, Oeniko, Enolanan, Oenaunu. Speakers of the language or uab 
meto are known as Dawan ethnic or atoni pah meto, which means people 
from dry land. In the East Nusa Tenggara region vocabulary mixes with 
Indonesian. In spoken language as primary media used by humans to 
communicate and cannot be separated from the structure of the social life 
of the community. 
Every social strata of society has a level of distinctive language. 
The language of association used by most people is clearly different from 
the language used in palace. In a civilized and eastern society, a young 
child will never be allowed to use your greeting or you to his father and 
mother or to his father and teacher, even to his older siblings. What's more 
if the Dawan language will be used in the realm of science. This is said to 
be an ethic of speaking or in the language of nobility to be a measuring 
system to measure civilization and the level of language of a person. Then 
there is the term "Hit Uabta Hit Uiska" which means our language is our 
kingdom. Everyone will be known from language ethics, because our 





The uniqueness in each language is different, like causative 
construction of Dawan language. Causative construction is that their study 
involves the interaction of formal syntax and semantic analysis and in 
many instances the correlation of formal and semantic parameters. In the 
causative sentence that contains morphosyntactic behavior. According to 
Urk (2016: 4) the pronoun copy  that all pronoun copying arises by the 
same mechanism, partial deletion. The pronoun Copy is a functional words 
that must stand with the head and refers to the subject. This proves that the 
use of the Pronoun Copy will change also when the subject or personal 
pronoun is changed. Which always follows the elements of subject. 
Subject Au (I) is followed by the PC-U and Subject Ho (You) followed by 
the PC-Mu and so on. Like, Au Uuab. (Au-1SG U-PC speak-uab). Based 
on the example used the pronoun copy (PC) as a subject position such as –
U attached to intransitive verb uab Speak. They become reflection of 
cohesive markers Au-I, Ho-You in Dawan language.  
 In this current of modernization, some people forget their own 
culture for various reasons that are right according to their thinking, where 
a local language culture certainly has its own distinctive characteristics and 
values and needs to be learned as useful knowledge to preserve the local 
language culture. Therefore, in this study the researcher intends to do a 
research under the title CAUSATIVE CONSTRUCTION OF DAWAN 





B. Research Problems 
Based on the description of the background of the problem of this 
research, there are several things that need to be known, as follows: 
1. Is there any causative construction in Dawan language? 
2. What are the formal parameter of causative construction used in 
Dawan language? 
 
C. Aims and Benefits 
1. Aims 
The aims of this study as follows: 
a. To find out  the causative construction in Dawan language. 
b. To find out the Formal parameter of causative construction used in 
Dawan language.  
2. Benefits 
a. Theoretical Benefit 
This research gives contribution to morphosyntactic study, 
especially the area of causative construction based on the 
theory of  Comrie (1989). Theoretically, the researcher expects 
that this research is able to describe and explain to readers 
about the importance of using local language, in daily 
interaction and know the formation of  causative construction 




b. Practical Benefit 
1. Lectures 
As a new knowledge to be applied in the teaching and 
learning activities process which aims to preserve the 
language culture. 
2. Students 
As a practical matter in preserving local language culture 
and also as one of the references for the same research in 
the future. 
 
D. Scope of Writing 
The limitations of the problem in this study just forms causative 
construction especially the formal parameter found in Dawan language the 
using morphosyntactic approach. 
 
E. Definition of Terms 
1. Causative construction  
Causative construction involves two components or elements, 
namely the elements of cause and the element of effect. It implies 
a relationship between cause and effect, or in other words, the 
causative construction is a construction stating X cause Y become 
Z Comrie (1989: 165). Based on the causative contruction there 
are some element. Firstly, formal parameter consists of three types 
of causative. Analitical causative, morphological causative and 
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lexical causative. Secondly, semantic parameter consists of two 
types of causative. True causative and permissive causative, Direct 
and Indirect causative. In this case, it would be natural to express 
the macro-situation in English by combining the two clauses 
together (Comrie 1989: 166-167).  
For Example : 
a.  The bus didn’t come, so I was late for the meeting; or 
I was late for the meeting because the bus didn’t come. 
b. John caused me to be late. 
 
If there is only one incident, like just cause events or consequent 
events, this is  micro situation. If both events (causation) are present 
together form a situation then it is a macro situation. Based On the 
example above, the first sentence is a macro because of the cause that 
forms. The bus didn’t come ,effect I was late for the meeting  in a 
sentence. This is different from the micro situation. The second 
sentence is a micro situation because cause  Jhon and effect, caused 
me to be late. It is only explained John but didn’t know what John was 
doing that caused happen. As indicated above, causative construction 
is a verb that is used to show if the subject is not responsible for the 





2. Dawan Language  
Budiarta (2016: 1) stated that Dawan language is identified as the 
language which is widely spread and spoken as it lives in four 
regencies, namely Belu regency, North Central Timor Regency, South 
Central Timor Regency, and Kupang Regency. The data from Statistic 
Center of East Nusa Tenggara Province in 2.000 showed that the 
speaker of Dawan language is around 900.000. In daily life, it is used 
both oral and written. The oral use of it can be seen in formal or 
informal meeting. Besides, it is also used as the language at elementary 
school from the first grade to the third grade, traditional ceremony, and 
church. While, the use in written can be seen in the bible, song lyrics, 
and literature. Dawan language is one of the local languages of Dawan 
people. This language since the years has been required by the 
authotities as one of the way of preservation of culture.  
 
3. Morphosyntactic 
Morphosyntactic comes from English and is a combination of 
words morphology with syntax. The term morphosyntax refers to the 
combination of morphology and syntax. Syntax is the analysis of the 
internal structure of utterances/sentences, more specifically, how words 
are put together. Morphology is the analysis of the internal structure of 
words, including prefixes, suffixes and other internal changes to words, 
that generally have a meaning . Therefore, morphosyntax is the analysis 
of the internal structure of utterances, both above the word level and 
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below it. The combine morphology and syntax be a grammatical 
constructions involve both. For example: Cat. If the word cat is plural, 
then the paint must be added to the bound morpheme -s. Morpheme is 
the field study of morphology. Thus, the word cats can be seen 
morphosyntactically, from the morphology and syntax domains at once. 
 According to Muliati, et al. (2017) morphosyntax is the study of 
linguistic units that have both morphological and syntactic properties 
definable by both morphological and syntactic category. It means that 
morphosyntax encompasses linguistic strategies and operations to 
represent syntactic features via morphological marking as opposed to 
merely combinatorial or syntactic strategies. It is the study of 
morphological and syntactical units that is required by a specific 
syntactic context. In morphosyntactical study, morphology and syntax 
is regarded as an interlinked feature. In other words, analysis of 
morphosyntactic error does not mean analyzing the errors of each 
property, but both of interlinked properties. It deals with the use of 




 Approach is come near; way of dealing with sb/sth Oxford 
Learner’s Pocket Dictionary (2008:18). The learning approach can be 
interpreted as our starting point or perspective on the learning process, 
which refers to the view of the occurrence of a process that is of a very 
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general nature, in which it accommodates, inspires, strengthens, and 
underlies learning methods with certain theoretical coverage. 
 
F. Organization of Writing 
The organization of writing in this paper is about introduction that 
include, background, research problems, aims and benefits, scope of 
writing, definition of terms, organization of writing. In this chapter, the 
researcher explain about the development of regional language culture 
(Dawan language) in general and describe each problem which will be the 
purpose of research to find accurate data. Review of related literature that 
include, concepts and theories, related research. In this chapter, a detailed 
review of each formulation by entering each data source to strengthen the 
theory that has been taken as a reference. Research methods that include, 
research design, location and schedule, research instruments, data 
collection techniques, data analysis techniques. In this chapter, the 
researcher explains the research instruments used to collecting the data and 










REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Concept and Theory 
1.  Causative Construction 
Causative construction is a causal relationship formed in one 
sentence that can be explained in the sentence itself. In every language 
has causative constructions based on the language structure that used.  
Internally to linguistics, causative constructions are important 
because even within a single language, but perhaps more clearly 
crosslinguistically, involves the interaction of various components of 
the over-all linguistic description, including semantics, syntax and 
morphology Comrie (1989: 165). 
According to Gilquin (2008: 2) causative constructions are 
two-part configurations consisting of a verb, such as make or have in 
English, controlling a non-finite complement clause. The similarity 
between two verbs is that, when used in a sentence periprastic causal 
construction, so the sentence has a little semantic content in addition 
idea of causation. This must be contrasted with causative such as 
convincing and engaging in English, all of which have additional 
meanings apart from cause and effect. Therefore, in each sentence that 





 Causative understanding is a situation that includes two events or 
events, namely between caused event and causing event that look at 
the characteristics. Something that causes X is the cause of a 
complicated semantic situation where one event causes the other. The 
term for process is (causes X). The characteristics of this entity are: 
causes which are factors that carry out activity X, which is the entity 
where the action X occurs and the event that is the action X 
Qomariana (2016: 2,3).  
 
a. Formal Parameters 
  There are causative classifications namely formal 
parameters and semantic parameters. Formal parameters have 
three types. Analytical causative, Morphological causative and 
Lexical causative.   
One of the main formal parameters, indeed often the only 
discussions of causative verbs, is the formal relationship between 
the expression for the causative macro-situation and the resultant 
micro situation. The continuum as a whole ranges from analytic 
causatives through morphological causatives to lexical causatives 







The characteristic of analytic causative is that the cause 
event is shown by two verbs. There are  the different verbs in 
every local language that mean to cause an activity which belongs 
to lexical causatives. Seen from the perspective in morphology 
causative, Even the verbs used in this construction can come from 
transitive or intransitive verb contained in causative sentences. 
There are three types of causative constructions, stated by 
(Comrie, 1989: Qomariana, 2016) as follows:   
1. Analytic is name given to causative construction which 
uses two verbs. 
For example: This problem caused father to be angry. 
The sentences above show the verbs in the sentence 
that cause an event to occur. In sentence the verbs are  
cause and angry.  
 
2. Lexical Causative involves the use of verbs that their 
lexical meaning is causing an event.  
For example: Father closed the door. 
The sentences above shows causative relationship 
between causer and cause.  
 
3.  Morphological refers to causative meaning that is formed 
through. 
For example: Putra had fun with his little sibling. 
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All causative verbs above are derived from intransitive verbs 
and after the causative process the verb can take additional 
argument Object. Arguments in the subject position are the actors 
which causes the event that affect the arguments in the object 
position.  
 
b. Semantic Parameters 
 
Comrie (1989: 171) stated that, there are also other 
semantic distinctions that can be made within causative 
constructions. One such parameter is, however, deserving of 
mention, namely the distinction between true causative and 
permissive causative, direct an indirect causative. Semantic 
understanding in general is to learn the meaning of meaning in 
a language by looking at the differences in cause and effect in 
existing sentences.  
There are two main semantic types of causatives. With 
the first one, the causer actively participates in the action, 
acting on the causee which will imply some sort of coercion 
in case the causee is animate. This type of causative is often 
called the direct causative. In contradistinction to it, the 
indirect causative ‘have someone do something’ implies that 
the causer is conceived of as a mere instigator or distant 
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cause of the realization of the verb content. (Haspelmath & 
Bardey, 2005:13).  
Based on this understanding it can be interpreted that 
semantic can be classified according to its type that has to do 
with the infinitive cause of each causative sentence that 
exists. According to Mulyadi, et al. (2015: 5,6)  the semantic 
parameter of emotion verbs was formulated into the 
components which were framed within the cognitive 
scenario. The components were X FELT something because 
X THOUGH something compared to X FELT something 
because something happened to the X BODY. (sensation 
verbs) and X  WANTED something because something 
happened to the X BODY (volition verbs). Therefore, it can 
be concluded that the parameter semantics are formulated 
from various meanings in causative sentences that have 
causal characteristics. 
Types of semantic parameters according to Comrie 
(1989). As follows : 
1. True causative and Permissive causative. 
For example:  I made the vase fall. (1) 





It is easy to see the relationship between true causative and 
permissive, in terms of our initial characterization of (true) 
causative. The sentence above to classified as true causative (1) 
and as permissive (2). 
2. Dirrect and Indirect causative. 
For example: His drawing book has lost. (1) 
The flower is beauttiful. (2) 
It is concerned with the mediacy of the relationship between 
cause and effect. The sentence above to classified as direct (1) 
and as indirect (2) causative construction.  
2. Pronoun Copy 
According to Urk (2017: 4) On this basis, I argue that all pronoun 
copying arises by the same mechanism, partial deletion. I present a 
unified approach to pronoun copying, in which the workings of the 
copy deletion mechanism is uniform across languages, but may yield 
pronoun copying if a certain set of conditions are met”. Dawan 
Language or Uab Meto has its own uniqueness. It is seen from the 
morpho-syntactic behavior of the use of pronoun copy (PC) which 
always follows the elements of subject, which is attached to the verb 
and adjective slot. pronoun copy will be seen because of the 
morphological influence on each sentence used. One of the uniqueness 
of each language can also be seen from the pronoun copy in a 




For example of pronoun copy in Dawan language, as follows: 
1. Ho    Mu   uab 
       2SG   PC    speak 
‘You speak’. 
 
2. Au    U     uab 
   1SG   PC   speak 
‘I speak’. 
 
Based on the example above, used the pronoun copy (PC) as 
subject position such as Mu and U attached to intransitive verb Uab 
‘Speak’. They become reflection of cohesive markers Ho (you), Au-I 
in Dawan language.  
 
B. Related Research 
In conduction this research, the researcher take some related 
studies which have correlation to this research talking about 
causative construction. The related research are explained below. 
1. The first research was conducted by Qomariana (2016) the title 
“Causative Constructions In Javanese ”this paper aims at analyzing 
causative constructions found in Javanese. The data were taken From 
low register of Javanese spoken in Malang, a city in eastern part of 
Java Island through observation and note taking techniques. 
Furtehrmore they were analyzed descriptively against theory of 
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causative construction by Kroeger (2004). The results showed that 
three types of causative constructions: lexical, analytical and 
morphologically causative exist in East Java. The researcher looked in 
terms of the previous research equations, referring to causative 
construction. Where, this study aims to analyze the causative 
constructs found in Javanese and in terms of differences in previous 
studies, only refers to data taken from the low list of Javanese 
languages used in Malang while in this study, researchers refer to 
Dawan language bible. 
 
2. The second research was conduct by Gilquin (2008) the title 
“Causative make and faire: A case of mismatch” this paper compares 
the causative verb make, as used in verbal periphrastic causative 
constructions, with its intuitive equivalent in French, faire. Relying on 
a combination of comparable and parallel corpus data, it investigates 
the syntactic, semantic and lexical features of the English and French 
constructions, and examines the equivalents selected by professional 
translators to express the idea of causation in the other language. The 
analysis reveals that the apparent equivalence between make and faire 
is in fact deceptive. Not only do the two verbs show marked 
differences in their behaviour and preferences, but they are also rarely 
chosen as equivalents of each other in professional translations. The 
article ends with some implications for translation and foreign 
language teaching. Researchers see in terms of the equation is to 
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examine causative construction. Previous studies refer to causative 
constructs which only investigate syntactic, semantic and lexical 
features of English and French construction and from a different point 
of view previous researchers examined equivalents chosen by 
professional translators to express ideas of causation in other languages 
and depends on a combination of comparable and parallel corpus data. 
While the differences in this study are that researchers examine 
causative construction which includes two important aspects namely 
formal parameters and semantics parameters in Dawan language bible. 
 
3.  The third study carried out by Stevkovska  (2014) entitled "Causative 
Use 'Has' in English and Equals in Macedonian Language" Cause is 
the relationship between two events: causal events and caused events 
(Shibatani, 1976: 78). The use of English construction constructions 
from 'have' does not have the appropriate verb form in Macedonian. By 
using a contrast analysis method (CA), only equivalent translations can 
be analyzed. The zero relationship between causative "have" and the 
Macedonian equivalent represents a large difference between the two 
languages. The target construction is translated using morphological, 
lexical or syntactic methods. The reason for the absence of such 
constructs in Macedonian is primarily social and pragmatic. Because of 
historical background and poor living conditions in the past, most 
people prefer to do or repair themselves rather than asking others to do 
it for them. This is reflected in language through the use of active 
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sounds, the use of very limited passive or passive construction and the 
use of various animate subjects in the initial position of the sentence. 
Researchers see the previous research equation referring to causative 
construction and differences from previous studies using contrast 
analysis methods (CA), only equivalent translations can be analyzed in 
Macedonian languages while the research will be made, researchers 
create research that can also analyze causative construction from 
formal parameters and semantic parameters in Dawan language bible. 
 
Based on some descriptions of the research, the research 
conducted by the researcher is descriptive qualitative research that 
refers to causative construction in Dawan language Bible. In this 
case, the researcher wants to do something different from the 















A.  Research Design 
This research method uses descriptive qualitative. Descriptive 
method is a method in examining the status of a group of humans, an 
object. The purpose of this descriptive study is to make a description or 
painting systematically, factually and accurately of the facts, traits and 
relationships between phenomena investigated, about how verb sentences 
are in the Dawan language. This study uses descriptive qualitative 
methods by listening and noting. Every language in this world has a 
causative construction, therefore, the method of presenting the results of 
the analysis in this study uses informal presentation methods that record 
data carefully and carefully and in the form of words and sentences. The 
informal presentation method is intended to form data with words ordinary 
words, even with technical terminology. 
 
B. Location and Schedule 
1. Location 
This research was conducted in Oemofa-Kupang regency 
which located in East Nusa Tenggara province. The researcher 
targets this location as one of the research sites. In addition to the 







 In this research process,  the researcher make a research which 
lasted since March-September 2019. The research activities carried out 
to Dawan language native speaker. In the early stages of this research, 
there are some activities undertaken by researcher, among them: 
preparation and submission of titles, submission paper, research 
permit, collecting data, analysis data and report the preparation until 
the final stage is the making of the research that refers to findings and 
discussions, conclusion and suggestions.  
 
C. Research Subject 
This research will collect of a informant to support the data 
collecting process. The criterion of informant is a native speaker of Dawan 
language who understands the Dawan language bible. 
 
D. Research Instrument 
In this research, the researcher determines some instruments in 
accordance with the type of research and can be used as a media to 









According to Driscoll (2011: 160) Observation is a technique of data 
collection, where researchers make observations directly to the object of 
research to see closely the activities carried out. Observations can be 
conducted on nearly any subject matter, and the kinds of observations will 
do depend on the research question. Basically observation techniques are 
used to see and observe changes in phenomena-social phenomena that 
grow and develop and for later changes can be made to the assesment. For 
observaser implementers to see certain moment objects, so they are able to 
sepparate between what is needed and what is not needed. Research on 
conduction observation is for evaluating certain aspects of measuring 
feedback on these measurements. In this case, the researcher observed the 
pronounciation and structure of native speaker use in Dawan language. 
2. Interview  
  Janghorban, et al. (2014: 1) stated that  the interviewing is the 
most widely used form of data collection in qualitative research. 
Interview is the process of obtaining information or evidence for 
research purposes by way of question and answer, face to face 
between the questioner or the interviewer with the answerer or 
respondent using a tool called the interview guide. In this case, the 
researcher make  recording to the interview. However, in-depth 
interviews are the process of obtaining information for research 
purposes by way of question and answer face-to-face between 
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interviewer and informant or people interviewed with or without 
using interview guidelines, where interviewer and informant 
engage in relatively long social life. in the form of face-to-face 
questions and answers, interviews are also a process of collecting 
data for a study. In this case, the researcher conducted an interview 
with one of the native speakers, with the aim of getting some 
information to complete the research data. 
 
3. Documentation 
According to Sudarsono (2017:53) Documentation are 
collection, selection, processing and storage of information in the 
field of knowledge; and giving or collecting evidence and 
information (such as pictures, quotes, newspaper clippings, and 
other reference materials). 
In this case, the researcher use the Dawan language Bible and the 
reference materials of causative construction to strengthen or 
prove the research. 
 
E. Data Collecting Technique 
In this study, the data collection carried out is primary data. Hox & 
Boeije (2005), Primary data there are collected for the specific research 
problem at hand, using procedures that fit the research problem best. On 
every occasion that primary data are collected, new data are added to the 
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existing store of social knowledge. There are some steps to conduct the 
research, as follows : 
1.  The researcher will prepare the sentences of causative construction in 
Indonesian language. 
2.  Request informant to explain the meaning of sentences use in Dawan 
language. 
3.  The researcher transcribed the important answer from the informant. 
4.  The researcher read the Dawan language bible and compare the 
sentence of causative construction obtained from the informant. 
5.  Transcribed the sentences of causative construction that is found in the 
Dawan language bible. 
6.  The researcher will classified the data. 
7.  The researcher will documented the activities to support the research 
conducted. 
 
F. Data Analysis Technique 
  Data analysis is an effort made by researchers to observe, process 
and find solutions to problems found in research data. This is also a 
technique that makes it easier for researchers to describe data by 
connecting data with existing instruments in the form of theoretical 
reviews carried out critically and systematically. As for data analysis 




  The researcher will make a transcript from the informant as the primary 
data in this research. This really helps researchers in analyzing data. 
2. Classifying. 
 In this technic, the researcher will classify the Causative construction of 
Dawan language data based on formal parameters. 
3.  Describing. 
 The researcher will explain in detail about the classification of existing 
data. 
4.  Conclusion 
In the last technique, the researcher make the conclusion of the data 













 CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Findings 
The findings obtained in this research is a form of processed 
interviews about pronoun copy in Dawan language, causative construction 
in Dawan language and the formal parameters of causative construction 
used in Dawan language. Before discussing the formal parameter of 
causative construction, the writer would like to precede them with the 
object pronoun and  the view of pronoun copy (PC) because it is needed to 
understand the whole clauses and it is mostly used in the clause. Object 
pronoun in Dawan language. The data can be presented as follows: 
 
Table 4.1. Subject and Object Pronouns in Dawan language 
No. Subject Object Meaning 
1 Au Kau I 
2 Ho Ko You 
 Hai/Hit Kai/Kit We 
 Hi/Sin Ki/Sin They 
3 Atoni/In Atoni/In He 
 Bife/In Bife/In She 






The object pronoun in Dawan language will follow by the subject 
pronoun. Based on the table above, in the 1PL hai (we) follow by kai (we). 
This is because the first person explains to the second person about the 
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third person but there is no second person in the word (us). For example: 
In nem neu kai (He comes to us).  In the 1PL hit (we) follow by kit (we). 
This is because the first person explains to the second person about the 
third person but there is no second person in the word kit (we). For 
example: In nem neu kit (He came to us). 
Likewise with 3PL hi (they) follow by ki (they). Because the first 
person explained to the second person about the third person. For example: 
In nem neu ki (He came to them). In the 3PL sin (they) follow by sin 
(they). This happened because the first person explained to the second 
person about the third person. For example: In nem neu sin (He came to 
them). The object pronoun is used to replace nouns that are direct or 
indirect objects of a clause. In Dawan language also has a unique sentence 
structure in Pronoun copy. Researchers found the pronoun copy that use in 
Dawan language both oral and written. Each pronoun copy comes 
according to the subject pronoun. In other words, pronoun copy can 
represent the subject pronoun. As follows: 
1. The Pronoun Copies formed in a sentence.  
(D1). Au     u-uab 
1SG   PC-speak 
‘I speak’ 
 
(D2). Ho    mu-uab 
2SG  PC-speak 
‘You speak’  
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(D2). Hai   mi-uab 
1PL  PC-speak 
‘We speak’ 
 
(D2). Hit   ta-uab 
1PL  PC-speak 
‘We speak’ 
 
(D17). Sin   na-uab 
3PL  PC-speak 
‘They speak’ 
 
(D16). In    na-uab 
3SG PC-speak 
‘He speaks’   
 
Based on the interview technique, the researcher makes the 
gloss of Dawan language. The researcher proves that during the 
research carried out and in daily life the researchers found a 
pronoun copy in the use of Dawan language. As for what the 
author meant, as follows: 
(D1). La    i,   au u-uab         pah.  
Now in, I    PC-speak  2SG. 




  The example above, the author wants to make sure to the native 
speaker that it's time he starts talking. He began by asking about how 
to speak adat. In this case regarding the timor people's customs. There 
is a PC 'u' in the use of the sentence. 
  
(D2). Misalnya, ho   mu-uab      na    ko    bife. 
Example, 2SG PC-speak  from side  3SG. 
‘For example, you speak from the women side.’ 
 
  The example above, Native speaker explained that when talking 
about the timor people's customs, there were two parties involved. 
Namely the male and female parties. If the male side speaks then it is 
mandatory for the female party to connect the sentence made by the 
male spokes person. There is a 'mu' PC in the use of the sentence. 
 
(D2). Pen  na     na-uaban     lalin- 
Side  from  PC-speak   finished 
na    hai    mi-uab      artinya    pen   i     toni. 
from 1PL   PC-speak meaning  side  this  connect. 
 ‘From one  side finished to speak then other side’ 
 
The example above, native speaker explains that from one of 
the parties finished speaking, then the other party may continue 
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the conversation. There are two 'na and mi' PC in the use of the 
sentence. 
(D2). Hit   ta-uab     na     ko   i     ma  nao, pen na toni kit. 
1PL  PC-speak from side this with to, side from connect 2PL 
‘We speak from this side, their connect to our conversation’ 
 
 The example above, native speaker explains that if we speak from 
this side, then the other party will connect from the conversation. 
There is a PC 'ta' in the use of the sentence. 
 
(D17). Sin  mae kalo na-uab       meto. 
3SG shy if     PC-speak  Dawan 
‘Sin shy to speak Dawan’ 
 
 
  In the example above, researchers say that there are some people 
who are shy in speaking Dawan language. In this case, students 
always speak in no local language. There is a PC 'na' in the use of the 
sentence. 
 
 (D16). Karena,  in      na-uab      ka nahin. 
Because, 3SG PC-speak n o know 




The example above, native speaker says that people who do not 
experience the world of education do not understand how to speak 
well with others. There is a PC 'na' in the use of the sentence. 
 
2. Causative Constructions 
The causative construction is a causal relationship formed in 
one sentence that can be explained in the sentence itself. 
Causative construction in Dawan language according to the 
sentence structure that is the existence of prefix and suffix in 
verb. As follows: 
 
a. Ama   an-sosa-nan           buku  feu   mese  fe  kau 
3SG    PREF-buy-SUFF   book   new  a      for  1SG 
‘Father bought a new book for me’ 
 
b. In     an-mo’e-nan          in        ena       malin 
3SG  PREF-make-SUFF  POSS  mother  happy 
‘She makes her mother happy’ 
 
c. Ena  an-tupa-nan             oli 
3SG  PREF-sleep-SUFF   baby         





d. Ena  an-neki-nan             mninut  fe   kau 
3SG  PREF-bring-SUFF   drinks   for  1SG 
‘Mother brought drinks for me’ 
 
e. In    an-uaba-nan             in        famili    lasi 
3SG  PREF-reveal-SUFF  POSS  family’s  problem 
‘He revealed his family’s problems’ 
 
f. Sin    an-knino-nan              piu    amneot 
3PL   PREF-explain-SUFF   news  truth      
‘They explained the truth of the news’ 
 
g. Ena  an-leko-nan           au    kean  
3SG  PREF-tidy-SUFF  1SG  bedroom 
‘Mother tidied my bedroom’ 
 
h. Sin    an-fen-an               In     hadiah 
3PL   PREF-give-SUFF   3SG  gifts 
‘They give gifts to him’ 
 
i. Sin   an-moe-nan            kau   u-to 
3PL  PREF-make-SUFF  1SG  PC-angry 




j. Ama  an-nan-nan            kau  bi  skol 
3SG   PREF-pick-SUFF  1SG  at  school 
‘Father picked me up at school’ 
 
k. In     an-lali-nan                    oli feto   In       mepu 
3SG   PREF-complete-SUFF   sister’s   POSS  assigment 
‘He completed his sister’s assigment’ 
 
l. Sin   an-loleb-nan                  In     nako   In       famili 
3PL   PREF-kept awa-SUFF  3SG   from   POSS  family 
‘They kept him away from his family’ 
 
m. In     an-nita-nan             au    buku   le         amnekut 
3SG   PREF-find-SUFF   1SG  book   CONJ   lost 
‘He found my lost book’ 
 
3. Formal Parameters 
3.1 Analytic 
Formal parameter is the formal relationship between the 
expression for the causative macro-situation and the resultant 
micro-situstion. It consist of three types. Analytical causative, 
Morphological causative and Lexical causative. The 
characteristic of analytic causative is that the cause event is 
shown by two verbs. Analytic causative In Dawan language 
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based on the structure of the prefix in the verb used. As 
follows: 
a. Ena   an-lenu         in     nao   neu  skol       
3SG  PREF-order  3SG   go    to    school   
     ‘Mother order him to go to school’   
 
b. In     an-moe         kean   lali       knino  
3SG  PREF-made  room   become  clean   
‘He made the room become clean’      
 
c. Sin    an-toti          kau   om      pas  tabu    
3PL  PREF-asked  1SG   arrive  on   time    
   ‘They asked me to arrive on time’      
 
d. In       an-moe          lasi         anlali   
3SG    PREF-cause  problem   occur  
‘He caused the problem to occur’    
 
e. Au    an-moe        sin     malin          
1SG   PREF-make  3PL   proud         






3.2 Lexical  
The lexical causative involves the use of verbs that their lexical 
meaning is causing an event. Lexical causative in Dawan language 
using a PC. On this PC, it can be concluded that it is a prefix on verb. 
However, if examined carefully it will be known that the PC 
represents the prefix on the verb. As follows: 
 
a. Ama    na-eka     eno              
3SG    PC-close   door        
‘Father closed the door’    
 
b. In     na-letu     eno         
3SG  PC-lock   door       
‘He locked the door’         
 
c. Au    u-soitan   eno-ana   
1SG  PC-open  window   
‘I opened the window’   
 
d. Ena      na-mepu    kokis    
3SG      PC-make   cake     





e.   In    na-soitan  eno      
 3SG  PC-open  door     
‘She opened the door’  
 
3.3 Morphological 
The morphological refers to causative meaning that is formed 
through. In Dawan language, Morphological structure uses pronoun 
copy and suffix in a verb used. Pronoun copy in the verb looks like an 
affixation but if examined then the intended affixation is a PC that has 
function as an affixation. As follows: 
a. Sin     na-knino-nan       kean  nane   
3PL    PC-clean-SUFF  room   ADV    
‘They cleaned the room’               
 
b. In     na-leobasu-nan  in     blua     
3SG  PC-dirty-suf      poss  clothes   
He dirties his clothes’                     
 
c. In     na-muti-nan     in      pasun  
3SG  PC-white-suf   poss   skin    
‘He whitens his skin’                   
 
d. Au    u-mofu-nan  sepeda   
1SG  PC-drop-suf  bicycle  
‘I dropped the bicycle’       
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e. In     na-me-nan         in     fanu   
3SG  PC-redden-suf   poss  shirt   
‘He reddened his shirt’  
 
Reviewing the results of the research, the researcher saw that 
there was a causative construction and pronoun copy in Dawan 
language. This is evidenced by the community's speaking style and the 
daily life of native speakers in the use of the Dawan language as an 
accurate form of primary data. In this case, the researcher also sees 
from the available secondary data, the researcher makes Gloss to 
facilitate the reader in understanding  
each sentence from the Dawan language. It means that there is 
causative construction in Dawan language. 
 
B. Discussions 
Based on data from the results of this study, the researchers 
discuss it as proof between the theoretical studies as set forth in the 
results of research (previous research) as empirical data. According to 
Urk (2016: 4) the pronoun copy  that all pronoun copying arises by the 
same mechanism, partial deletion. The pronoun Copy is a functional 
words that must stand with the head and refers to the subject. Dawan 
language is a head marking language where there pronoun copy is 
used to mark verbs or adjective since Pronoun copy + verb/adjective 
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has already stated the subject of a clause. The pronoun copy of Dawan 
language will be displayed below. 













































1. The Pronoun copies formed in a sentence, as follows : 
c. Hai   mi-uab 
1PL  PC-speak 
‘We speak’ 
 
d. Hit   ta-uab 
1PL  PC-speak 
‘We speak’ 
 
e. In    na-uab 
3SG PC-speak 
‘He speaks’   
In the sentence above (c)  PC mi is only used for the 1PL hai 
‘we’, (d)  PC ta is only used for the 1PL hit 'we speak' and (e) PC na 
is only used for the 3SG In ‘he/she’. These pronoun copy is attached 
to verb uab ‘speak’. 
Based on the PC available in Dawan, it can be seen that it will 
change if the personal pronoun also changes. According to Urk (2017: 
4) On this basis, I argue that all pronoun copying arises by the same 
mechanism, partial deletion. I present a unified approach to pronoun 
copying, in which the workings of the copy deletion mechanism are 
uniform across languages, but may yield pronoun copying if a certain 
set of conditions are met. Pronoun copy in Dawan cannot be replaced 
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without looking at the existing personal pronoun, because if it is 
replaced does not match the personal pronoun it will affect the 
meaning of the sentence.  
 
2. The Causative Constructions 
 Generally, causative construction characterized by the presence of 
causer that cause an event and causee which is an entity to which the 
event is affected. Causative understanding is a situation that includes 
two events or events, namely between caused event and causing event 
that look at the characteristics. Something that causes X is the cause of 
a complicated semantic situation where one event causes the other. The 
term for process is (causes X). The characteristics of this entity are: 
causes which are factors that carry out activity X, which is the entity 
where the action X occurs and the event that is the action X Qomariana 
(2016: 2,3).  
 
In Dawan language, based on the causative construction in this 
research can be explained as follows:  
(a) Ama    an-sosan-nan          buku  feu   mese  fe  kau 
3SG    PREF-buy-SUFF   book   new  a      for  1SG 
‘Father bought a new book for me’ 
(b) In     an-moe-nan                in-ena            malin 
3SG  PREFF-make-SUFF  POSS-mother  happy 
‘She makes her mother happy’ 
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(c) Ena    an-tupa-nan            oli 
3SG  PREF- sleep-SUFF  baby         
‘Mother puts baby to sleep’ 
 
(d) Ena    an-neki-nan              mninut  fe    kau 
3SG   PREF-bring-SUFF   drink     for   1SG 
‘Mother brought drinks for me’ 
 
(e) In      an-uaba-nan              in      famili     lasi 
3SG  PREF-reveal-SUFF  POSS family’s   problem 
‘He revealed his family’s problems’ 
 
In sentence (a) the use of verb is prefix and suffix, which 
means an-sosan-nan ‘Bought’. (b) the use of verb, that is prefix 
and suffix which means an-moe-nan ‘makes’. (c) the use of verb 
that is the presence of prefix and suffix which means an-tupa-nan 
‘sleep’. (d) the use of verb, namely the presence of pref and 
suffix, which means an-neki-nan ‘brought’. (e) the use of verb 
that is the presence of prefix and suffix which means an-uaba-nan 
‘revealed’. 
Based on available data, it can be stated that the causative 
construction sentence in Dawan does not change verb when there is a 
personal pronoun change, but only requires a prefix and suffix to 
explain the sentence. This is because in the causative construction 
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language Dawan only explains about the causes and effects of 
something real that happens. 
3. Formal Parameter 
This parameter consist of three types of causative namely 
analitical causative, lexical causative and morphological 
causative. It will be described below. 
3.1 Analytical Causative in Dawan language 
The characteristic of analytic causative is that the cause 
event is shown by two verbs. Analitical causative construction 
of Dawan language is explain [do (X)] CAUSE [do (Y) 
BECOME predicate (Z)]. The sentences below demonstrates 
the analytic causative in Dawan language that formed using 
the verb lenu ‘order’, moe ‘made’, toti ‘asked’, as follows: 
1. (a) Ena   an-lenu           in      nao   neu  sekolah      
   3SG   PREF-order  3SG    go    to     school   
        ‘Mother order him to go to school’   
 
(b)  In     nao neu sekolah 
3SG  go  to    school 
‘He goes to school’ 
 
2. (a)  In     an-moe         kean   lali         knino  
 3SG  PREF-made  room   become   clean   
 ‘He made the room become clean’      
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(b)  Kean lali knino 
 Room is clean 
‘The room is clean’ 
 
Based on the sentences above show two verbs in every 
sentence that cause an effect to occur. In sentence (1a) has 
causative construction of analitical verb lenu ‘order’, while (1b) is 
the effect of analitical verb lenu ‘order’. In sentence (2a)  has 
causative construction of analitical verb moe ‘made’, while (1b) is 
the effect of analitical verb moe ‘made’. 
 
3.2  Lexical Causative in Dawan language 
Lexical causative of Dawan language is explain [do (X)] 
CAUSE [BECOME predicate (Y)]. There are verbs in Dawan 
language that mean to cause an activity which belongs to lexical 
causatives. (a) The verbs includes naeka ‘closed’ (to cause 
something closed). (b) naletu ‘locked’ (to cause something 
Locked). (c) usoitan ‘opened’ (to cause something opened).  
1. (a)  Au    u-soitan   eno-ana   
1SG  PC-open  window   
     ‘I opened the window’   
 
(b) Eno-ana    ma-soitan 
Window  PREF-open 
‘The window is opened’ 
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2.  (a)  In    na-letu    eno         
3SG PC-lock  door       
‘He locked the door’    
 
(b)  Eno    ma-letu 
Door PREF-lock 
‘The door is locked’ 
The sentences above shows causative relationship between 
causer and cause. The causer are: au ‘I’, in ‘She/He’. Clause 
number (1a) has lexical causative construction using verb soitan 
‘open’. It is a micro situation forms in example (1b) as a effect of 
the verb soitan ‘open’. Clause number (2a) has lexical causative 
construction using verb letu ‘lock’. It is a micro situation forms in 
example (2b) as a effect of the verb letu ‘lock’.  
Based on the sentence above, there are micro situation in (1b) 
‘the window is opened’ and (2b) ‘the door is locked’. The reader 
will understand it  without explaining briefly about it.    
 
3.3  Morphological Causative in Dawan language 
Morphological causative construction in Dawan language is 
explain [do (X)] CAUSE [BECOME predicate (Z)]. Affix which is 
a Causative marking found is only (-le). The data can be seen, as 
follows: 
1.  (a)  In    na-le-leobasu     in     blua     
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     3SG   PC-AFF-dirty   POSS  clothes   
     ‘ He dirty his clothes’     
     (b)  In    blua      na-leobasu 
    3SG  clothes  PC-dirty 
   ‘The clothes are dirty’ 
 
2. (a) Sin      na-le-knino-na           kean   nane 
     3SG   PC-AFF-clean-PART  room  ADV 
         ‘They cleaned the room.’ 
 
     (b) Sin  kean   nane  na-le-knino-na  
3SG room ADV PC-AFF-clean-PART 
‘They room is clean’ 
 
 Based on the morphological causative in Dawan language is 
realized by pronoun copy and affix. Clause number (1a) has 
morphological causative le-leobasu blua ‘dirty clothes’. Morphem is 
added to adjective leobasu ‘dirty’ to be as causative verb. Leobasu 
cannot be classified as causative verb because there is no morpheme 
(le) as clause (1b). Morphem (-le) is also added to verb knino ‘clean’ 
becomes leknino ‘make something clean’. It will be shows in clause 
(2a,b). The marker -le in causative construction followed by particle -
na that can be using in verbs, adjectives, nouns. Generally particle -le 




CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the description in the previous chapters, especially 
the background of research findings and discussions, it can be 
concluded that: 
1. There is a causative construction in Dawan language. 
2. There are formal parameters of causative construction used 
in Dawan language. 
This can be proven by the results of accurate primary data 
qualitative analysis. It can be concluded that there are two points.  
First, the causative construction in Dawan language such as In 
anmoenan in ena malin ‘She makes her mother happy’; Analitical 
causative construction such as Ena anlenu in nao neu sekolah ‘Mother 
order him to go to school’; Lexical  causative construction such as Au 
usoitan eno ana‘ I opened the window’; Morphological causative 
construction such as Sin nalekninona kean nane ‘They cleaned the 
room.’ 
Second, Dawan language has pronoun copy (PC) that stand with 
the head and refers to the subject, such as u, mu, mi, ta, na. Pronoun copy 
in Dawan cannot be replaced without looking at the existing personal 
pronoun, because if it is replaced does not match the personal pronoun it 




1. To Government 
1. In order to see and provide broad opportunities for researchers 
in researching various aspects of local languages. In this case, 
regarding the uniqueness of the language and structure of 
regional languages as a form of preservation of local languages 
in the local area. 
2. To implement the culture of loving the local language for 
students to always create a preservation of local language 
culture. 
   
2. To other Researchers 
In order to conduct research on the same research or other 
research. the results of this study are only for reference. As for the 
research conducted by future researchers, fortunately not only see 
similarities in things in a study, but must look more or more in 
detail about the uniqueness in a local language. In other words, as 
a researcher means that there is an opportunity that can be used to 
see the smallest things about the culture of the region in order to 
remain preserved over the times. As researchers, we feel called to 
explore every unique culture of the local language we have. This 
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The interview technic used by the researcher to get the real data. In 
this case, the researcher make a transcription that used as one of the 
references to describing the data. 
D1: La i, au uuab pah. Kalo uab la adat na, on me pah? 
D2: Hit tauab na ko i ma nao, pe nan toni kit. Uaba mansium. 
Mansium ambian-ambian. Jadi, na ko atoni nauab nem, te na 
ko bife nauab man toni. Kalo bife nauab nahun, atoni nauab 
ntuta. Misalnya, ho muuab na ko bife. Pe na nauaban lalin na 
hai miuab artinya pen i toni. On la, sin matutan uaba nu lasi 
mafeto-mone i. Jadi, adat la bi skolah msa, muni la i, pake adat 
toh. Kalo tauab la adat i, bukan hanya neu atoni meto tapi 
kase- meto pake oke adat i a. On la hi msa, la askol msa, neno-
neno mas pake adat. Pake adat seperti tarian-tarian atau 
nasboon. Nasboon bi skol, ai nauaban nu skol, pake adat, bilut, 
abtai nokat ne alu. 
D3: Muni la i, bi kantor pake adat oke. Ai o me pah? 
D4: Teb. Muni la i, tiap-tiap suku, kabupaten pake kun ini. Nekin 
fani adat i, pake me-me a, asal pake adat oke. 
D5: Berarti la antenu nane ma osan he pah? 
D6: Teb. Natenu mau nok, natenu tais nokan, he pake adat la i. 
D7: Kalo la usaha na leko, neu atoni nasosa kun he pah? 
 
D8: Kalo leko neu, atoni ansos ha pake nu adat. Kalo pake msa 
harus seragam atau huma mese. Mau huma mese, balu huma 
mese. Muni la i, adat i harus huma mese.  
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D9: He nati hit kaisa nikan la adat i. Ai on me pah? 
D10: Teb. He nati kaisa nikan adat. He neki fani la adat i, henati la 
liana-liana muni I, harus nahin kalo adat-istiadat harus la i- la i 
to. Entah adat amarasi ko, adat sonbais ko, adat amanatun ko, 
adat amanuban ko, adat sabu ko, adat rote ko, adat flores ko, 
adat sumba ko, adat alor ko, pake oke. Jadi, la bi skolah-skolah 
pake oke. Henati kalo misopu skol, te mihin mak, afi la hai mi 
skol, hai pake adat ham si, sae panggung, misbo. Jadi, moesa 
pake adat oke. Lasi adat-istiadat, hit ka tanoso ma tabalu tapi 
hit harus abtai. Karena tanoso nane adat kase. Karena hit adat 
timor atau adat meto lai i, harus abtai, piut, taheke alu.  
Jadi, hit harus taskol liana, tekan henati in skol. Kalo ka naskol 
fa, in poi ma berkeliaran nu mone, in nahin sa. Jadi, harus 
dekati liana msa. Meskipun, skol kanlali kanan msa, naskol he 
nahin. 
D11: Henati napenan Ilmu. 
D12: Napen Ilmu, nahin ala lasi sa oke-oke. Lasi skol, entah la 
mepu sa. Nak oh, afi  la hai skol, kulu lenu kai ha mepu I, 
mepu na baru na lali mansian. Tapi kalo ka skol msa leko, ho 
ala muhin mepu lene, oke. Tapi, lasi skol nane nahin kit 
ekonomi on i, mepu ume on i, mepu lanan on i. Jadi, tahin oke-
oke. Ahunut lasi skol. Muni la i, harus tahun neu PAUD, 
TK,SD antia la sopun. Henati liana nahin ma sae nao. 
 
D13: Muni la i, kalo ka TK, kan simo neu SD. Karena la Kepala 
Dinas nauabanan. 
D14: Teb. Tauab la lasi skol la i, penting. Misalkan, kalo ho ka 
muskol, ho ka muhin la mepu ume on me. Jadi, ho mepu 
leobasu, karena ho ka muhin la cara-cara. Tapi kalo ho ka 
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muskol msa, kan pake ko. Entah satpam ko, Dusun ko, Desa 
ko, harus skol ha muhin. 
D15: Buta huruf.  Ka tahin oke-oke. 
D16: Teb. Buta huruf. Karena, in nauab kanahin.  Antui kanahin, 
han labit kanahin,  les sulat kanahin. Jadi, on la soi sulat 
kanahin. 
D17: Uab meto la i  barisi. Sebenarnya au ka teliti la uab meto la i, 
hanya au kiso liana la skol bi kota ai nao naim mepu neu pah 
bian, sin nikan uab meto. Sin mae kalo nauab meto. Au utenab 
kalo, au fani neu kuan ha uhin la uab meto i, in leko na es 
toman me. La aifneno au utan, neu uhin kalo bi uab meto i, 
mui la keunikan. Contoh. “Au unoina” na kalo hit pake au 
berati unoina. Kalo hit pake ho, ka pake fa u tapi pake mu 
berarti “Ho munoina”.  
D18: Teb. Hit lenu in ha nanoina. “Ho munoina.” 
D19: Kalo hit pake Sin, berarti hit pake na. 
D20: Teb.Sin nanoina. Nane nua atau tenu atoin la nanoina. 
D21: Leko pah. 
 
D22: Kalo tak au berarti mese. Kalo tak sin berarti namfaun. 
D23: Kalo Hit, pake ta. “Hit tanoina”. 
D24: Berarti hi mimfau la minoina. Jadi, kalo tak au pake u, kalo tak 
ho pake mu, okat la bian-bian sesuai la aturan. 





Gloss of Dawan language Bible: 
1. (Genesis 1:1) 
Anbi  un-unun, Uisneno   anfatan  ma   anmepu  neno tunan- 
At      the first,  God        made     and  made     heaven 
ma    pah pinan  nok   in     nesan. 
And  earth         and   3SG  contents.       
‘At the first, God made the heaven and the earth.’ 
 
2. (Genesis 1:3) 
Uisneno namolok  nak,    “Anmu’i  meusine nai!” -  
3SG      said        about, “there      light      let!”-       
Oke    te    meusine anbol  esan. 
After  that  light      was    there. 
‘And God, said’ let there be light: and there was light.’ 
 
3. (Genesis 1:6-7) 
Nalali te     Uisneno namolok   nak,   “kubat  mese  anhake   nai-       
After  that   3SG      said         about, “solid   a       standing already-  
he nati’ anbeti   oe       nane  anfani    nua, ma  an eka  anfani    bale   
nua- 
so that Parting  water  that   become  two, and closed  become  place  
two- 
le      anbaitsok. ” Oke  te    lasi  nane  anbol  onan. Uisneno anmo’e- 
that   division.   “ after that it    is       were   over. 3SG       made- 
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kubat  nane  le     anbi    kubat   in     nupun  na’ko- 
solid  is       that   there   solid   3SG  under  between- 
oe        le     anbati    in     fafon. 
Waters that   parting  3SG  above. 
‘And God said, let there be a solid earch stretching over the waters, 
parting the waters from the waters. (6) And God made the arch for a 
division between the waters which were under the arch and those 
which were over it: and it was so.(7) 
 
4. (Genesis 1:27) 
Uisneno anmo’e   mansian onane,      
3SG       made     man       like that, 
ma    In     anmepu  sin      onle  In      aon     anmes  kun. 
And  3SG  made      them  like    3SG  image  alone  only. 
In     anmo’e  sin    atoni   ma   bife. 
3TG made     them  male   and  female.  
‘And God made man in his image, in the image of God he made him: 
male and female he made them.’ 
 
5. (Genesis 1:28) 
Nalali  te     In     anfe   nanin  sin     tetus        nok  molok  nak, 
After   that  3SG  gave  live     them  blessing   and   said     that, 
 Misuf   ma   mimfau  nai        he nati’  hi     sufam  ma   hi-    
Fertile   and  increase  already  so that’  they  fertile  and  they- 
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ka’um  nane  natua  ma   ankuah  pah   pinan anfunam natef.  
Rules    that  living  and  fall       earth full    arround  the. 
Au     fe     neu ki      sutais             he nati’ ampinote  ale  ika- 
1SG   give  to   them  responsibility  so that’ masters    all   fish-                                                                                                                             
ale  kolo,  ma  ale  mu’i  fui. 
All birds, and  all   pets    wild. 
 ‘And God gave them his blessing and said to them, Be fertile and 
have increase, and make the earth full and be masters of it; be rules 
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over every 
living thing moving on the earth.’ 
 
6. (Genesis 2:8) 
Nalali  onane  te    UISNENO  anmo’e  nani       etu        mese  anbi 
Eden, 
End     like     that  3SG          made     instant    garden  a        in    
place, 
anbi   neno saet, ma    In    antao  nani  atoni  le    In    anmepu nalali 
nane. 
in       east,        and  3SG  put    there  man  that 3SG made     had   
that. 
 ‘And the Lord God made a garden in the east, in Eden; and there he 





7. (Genesis 15:11) 
Kolo   amnah sisi    nane antok   anbi  sisi     in    tunan, 
Birds   evil    meat  that   attack  in      meat  3SG above, 
mes    Abram anli’u  naaenab sin. 
Only  3SG     sent     away     them. 
 ‘And evil birds came down on the bodies, but Abram sent them 
away.’ 
 
8. (Genesis 15:15) 
Ho    of    mupeni ua    mnanu amsa; ma   of    hom  fani 
2SG  will have      life  long    also;   and  will  2SG  back 
 aum  nok  nek   tainine, ma  sin   of    ansub            ko. 
Wrap with heart blanket, and 3PL will  resting-place  you 
‘As for you, you will go to your fathers in peace; at the end of a long 
life you will be put in your last resting-place. 
 
 
9. (Exodus 1:17) 
Mes  bife       apalolit  nua  en    nane           atoni  le-    
But   women   medic    two  that  mentioned   man   that- 
amtausan   Uisneno. Sin   kan    lomi  fa    he    nanaoba  kesel  in- 
           fear         3SG.       3PL don’t   like  Adv  that  do          as      3SG- 
plenat nane  ma  sin     nafetin ale   li’anmone       sin    anmoni. 
king   that   and  3SG  dismiss all   male children  3PL  living. 
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‘But the women had the fear of God, and did not do as the king of 
Egypt said, but let the male children go on living.’ 
 
10. (Exodus 16:19) 
Nai       Musa  nak   neu  sin   nak, “sekau amsa  ka       nabe’i  fa- 
Brother 3SG    said  to    3PL  that,” who  man   don’t  able    Adv- 
 he      nabelak bukae nane kle’o  amsa neu  noka.” 
 That   save      food  that   little   also  with tomorrow,” 
‘And Moses said to them, let nothing be kept till the morning.’ 
 
11.  (Exodus 17:15) 
Nai       Musa natae nak, Atoni –atoni  nane  sin  nem   neu kau   
henati’ 
Brother 3SG  put    said, person          that   3PL come  to   1SG  so’ 
 nahin  Uisneno  in    lomin. 
Know  3SG       God  desire. 
‘Then Moses put up an altar and gave it the name of Yahweh-nissi.’ 
 
12.  (Exodus 18: 24) 
Nai        Musa natuin Nai       Yitro  in  fainekat. 
Brother  3SG   took   Brother  3SG  his  said. 
‘So Moses took note of the words of his father-in-law, and did as he 




13. (Exodus 18:27) 
Nalali  te    Nai        Musa  nafetin   Nai      Yitro  anao   ma  anfani 
neu 
After   that  Brother  3SG   dismiss  Brother  3SG  come  and  back   to    
 in      pah. 
3SG  land. 
‘And Moses let his father-in-law go away, and he went back to his 
land. 
  
14. (Levicitus 1:1) 
Na’ko  In     um-ume, UISNENO no’en   Nai        Musa  ma anfe neu 
ne    
From   3SG  tent,       3SG           called   brother  3SG   and give  to  
that  
lekat  lulut. 
order saying. 
‘And the voice of the Lord came to moses out of the tent of meeting, 
saying.’ 
 
15.  (Levicitus 8:4) 
Nai        Musa in    antao ma  anmo’e sa’      le     UISNENO anfe- 
Brother  3SG  him  put    and do         order  that   3SG          give-   
 plenat neune, Anbi tabu    nonot  nabua    nalali anbi  bale   nane. 
order   him, At      time   series   meeting  after  at     place  that. 
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‘Moses did as the Lord commanded him, and the people gathered 
together before the meeting tent.’ 
 
16.  (Numbers 3:8) 
Sin   mepu  esle’ nabalab ale  bale’    anbi  Au   Um-ume   ma-  
3PL  do      that  care       all  vessels  at     1SG  tent          and- 
nanaoba  mepu  anbi Au  um-ume nane on  anseka        atoni  Israel. 
Do         work   at    1SG tent       that   as  furnirshing  man  Israel. 
‘And they will have the care of all the vessels of the tent of meeting, 
and will do for the children of Israel all the necessary work of the 
house.’ 
 
17.  (Deuteronomy 5:11) 
Kais    hi     amtek Au  kanak  nok lafu-lafu, natuin  Au,  
Don’t  3PL  use    1SG name  with evil,        like      1SG,     
hi    UISNENO a’kas   sekau ma sekau le    antek Au    kanak- 
3PL  his           judged  who  and who  that  use    1SG name-  
nok  lafu-lafu. 
with  evil. 
‘You are not to make use of the name of the lord your God for an evil 
purpose; whoever takes the lord’s name on his lips for an evil purpose 





18.  (Joshua 24:26) 
Ale  plenat  ma  lekat   lulut    nane in     antui      nani  sin- 
All  order   and  order  saying  that  3SG  writing  there 3SG- 
 anbi  Sulat  Plenat Uisneno. Nalali te    in    naiti  fatu   naek   mese,  
at      book   law     3SG.      After  that 3SG took  stone  great  a, 
oke   te     In     nahakeb nani  anbi hau naek in- 
after  that  3SG  put        there at    tree oak  adv- 
mafon  anbi bale    le    anbeti natenab nani   neu UISNENO. 
Under  at     place  that  divide mind    direct to    3SG. 
‘And Joshua put these words on record, writing them in the book of 
the law of God; and he took a great stone, and put it up there under the 
oak-tree which was in the holy place of the Lord.’ 
 
19.  (Matthew 3:11) 
Fun      au    uslani    ki    bi  oe     on taka       te’un nekaf.  
Trully,  1SG baptism 3PL  in water as evidenve tree    heart. 
Mes i       le     nem  namunin kau   anmu’i kuasat   nesin  kau  ma- 
But  3SG  that  came after      1SG  have     greater  than  1SG  and- 
 au   ka  tamaf oata       he sefi      In      tane     penhae.  
1SG not good  enough  so  waive  3SG   line     shoes. 
Of    In     naslani  ki   neki  Smanan knino ma ai. 
Will  3SG baptism 3PL with spirit     Holy and fire. 
‘Trully, I give baptism with water to those of you whose hearts are 
changed; but he who comes after me is greater than I, whose shoes I 
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am not good enough to take up: he will give you baptism with the 
Holy spirit and with fire.’ 
 
20.  (Luke 19: 10) 
Fun     Anmone pah    To        In     nem   he nami    ma  nahoni- 
Trully  Son       world  human  3SG  came  so search  and safe-   
amnekut    sin. 
wandering   3SG. 
‘For the son of man came to make search for those who are wandering 
from the way, and to be their savior.’ 
 








































Doc. Picture 1. Interview with native speaker (Right).   
 






Doc. Picture 3. Take a picture with native speaker (Right) and his wife (Left). 
   
Doc. Picture 4. Take a picture with wearing Dawan’s cultural motif.                                                                                       
